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advance north from Bloernfontein by the British main army
could only be made at considerable risk to its communications.
This, however, appeared to Roberts no adequate reason for
a change of plan on his part. Everything was now in readiness
for an offensive against Pretoria, which he proposed to carry out
with imposing forces, over 100,000 men, covering the whole
breadth of the enemy's country from east to west. Before this
grand movement was taken in hand, however, two subsidiary
expeditions had been undertaken. The first of these was the
suppression of a smouldering rebellion in north-western Cape
Colony and Griqualand, in the Prieska and Carnarvon areas,
Kitchener was despatched on this mission ; the Boer raiders,
who had been the prime cause of the trouble, were quickly
driven beyond the Orange, and Warren, following them up
northwards, had reduced the whole disaffected region to order
by June. The second enterprise was the relief of Mafeking,
which, under the resourceful and cheery guidance of Baden-
Powell, had already sturdily sustained investment for more than
six months, and focussed upon itself the whole of the enemy's
effort on his north-west border. A tiny force under Plumer,
which had moved down the Rhodesian railway to its help, had
been held up a day's march north of the place ; and a column
under Mahon was now despatched from the south, which in
mid-May, striking off to the west of Mafeking, effected its
junction with Plumer, drove off the besiegers, and freed the
combined forces for further service in co-operation with the
main offensive.
This was now in full progress. Roberts, escorted by French
and his cavalry on the left and by Ian Hamilton on the right,
was moving up the Bloemfontein—Pretoria railway with
45,000 men; Methuen and Hunter with 20,000 were on his
left, between him and the Free State border, while Buller with
46,000 was preparing to clear northern Natal.
Before this imposing force the enemy, under Botha, out-
numbered as they were, fell back steadily with little resistance.
Skirmishes took place at the crossing of the Zand and before
Kroonstad, and a somewhat more serious opposition behind
the line of the Vaal was overcome by the expedient of trans-
ferring Hamilton from the right to the left of the army, and
from there passing him round the hostile flank. After an action
at Doom Kop, toe great mining centre of Johannesburg, the
source of the greater part of the country's wealth, was occupied,
and on June 5,1900, the British commander made his triumph-
ant entry into the capital of the Transvaal, the enemy's army
drawing off after its government to the east. In this direction
it was further driven as the result of a two days' battle at

